
How Ignite Marketing Helped Moss 
Family Chiropractic Increase Patient 

Revenue by $6,000 in 2 Weeks
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Moss Family Chiropractic is a Max Living Health Center based in Canton, GA. The practice provides patients 
with transformational healthcare solutions tailored to their unique needs. This includes The 5 EssentialsTM 

healthcare program that combines spinal correction, detoxification, exercise, nutritional balance, and 
mindset changes for sustained health and wellness.  

Dr. Daniel Moss, a Doctor of Chiropractic and Moss Family Chiropractic’s founder, had been attending 
health fairs, offering free screenings, and hosting workshops to generate new leads. Although these tactics, 
along with word-of-mouth referrals, were netting new patients for the practice, growth was slower than 
anticipated. Knowing the business couldn’t continue to rely on these tactics alone to bring in new cases 
every month, Dr. Moss began exploring other options. 

After a discussion with Shawn Manaher, the founder of Ignite Marketing, about the opportunities Facebook 
Ads presented to local businesses like chiropractic offices, Dr. Moss saw an opportunity to test whether 
inbound marketing was a viable tactic for reaching qualified leads and nurturing them into paid patient care. 
However, he quickly realized his team would run into additional challenges. 
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Although he had been implementing his own marketing strategy since the practice opened, no one on his 
staff had the digital marketing expertise or experience to implement a campaign of this nature. He also 
lacked the time and human resources available to dedicate to learning the intricacies of running such a 
campaign. 

Working in conjunction with Moss Family Chiropractic, Shawn and his team of experts produced the 
framework for a digital lead generation funnel tailored to the practice. 

First, Ignite Marketing researched what the practice’s ideal client demographic looked like using data 
collected from Moss Family Chiropractic, web traffic, and the practice’s Facebook Page.

Next, a Facebook Ad campaign was created to generate traffic for a voucher offer. The ad was highly targeted 
to match the ideal local markets Dr. Moss and his team wanted to target. 

T H E  S O L U T I O N



The ad’s copy was strategically 
crafted to convince prospects to take 
immediate action. 

From the ad, prospects were sent to 
a targeted landing page where they 
could sign up for the advertised offer 
through an opt-in form. The page was 
designed with messaging and brand 
consistency in mind. 



Finally, an email nurturing workflow was created to warm incoming leads and close bookings on the offer. 
Understanding that closing potential practice members in this way is often different than what most doctors 
have experienced, a proven follow-up call script and text template were provided in order to create the best 
results.

Detailed lead tracking was implemented across the entire funnel to measure conversion points.

T H E  R E S U L T

Using the Facebook Ads lead program, we received over 50 leads in 
the first two weeks. Within the first week, we gained 7 new patients 
and 4 of those have signed up for life-time maintenance.

- DR. DANIEL MOSS 

“ ”

All told, this represented over $6,000 in new revenue for the practice with a total ad spend of just $221.75. 
Since the implementation of this campaign, the practice has seen a 30% increase in their close rate thanks 
to a few simple tweaks. 

For Dr. Moss and his team, leads from inbound marketing are more familiar with Moss Family Chiropractic 
and much more likely to close than leads generated through other tactics. In addition, this campaign 
framework does not require much of their time, allowing them to run their practice more efficiently while 
still bringing in new patients. 

After successfully demonstrating the viability of inbound marketing for Moss Family Chiropractic while 
bringing high quality leads at the lowest cost, Ignite Marketing has since gone on to help the practice with 
the promotion of their Dinner Campaigns. 



Could Your Local Business 
Use Results Like This?

Schedule a free 30 minute appointment with 
Shawn to assess your needs. Simply book an 
appointment by clicking the button below or 

emailing shawn@ignitemarketing.io
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http://fbad15.com

